Honors Project Requirements

Students in the Honors program have a requirement for an Honors project. As all students majoring in economics are also required to do a Senior Project, the basic requirements for the Honors Project, its timeline and its evaluation can be found in the Senior Project Handbook Senior Project Handbook.

It should be noted that B is the required passing grade for an Honors Project. Students signing up for the Honors project (3250: 497) should note that it is cross-listed with 3250: 434 (Labor Market Analysis) for 3 credits and with 3250: 496 (Senior Project). We recommend that students sign-up for 3 credits in the Spring semester and attend the Labor Market Analysis class with other majors carrying out their original research programs. If that timing is not possible, students need to sign up for 2 credits after finding a faculty member in the department with whom to work individually. The information on this option is further discussed in the Senior Project Handbook.